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Executive Summary
The purpose of this report is to summarize a competitive analysis recently conducted to aid in the
development of TechNews.com - an online destination to obtain breaking technology news.
Three competitors were examined: ITworld.com, Slashdot.org and MItechnews.com.
The sheer amount of news sites indicates that the Internet is a popular resource for gaining news.
The competitors assessed offer additional information and services to their visitors besides news
content, such as, job search and email newsletters. Two of the competitors reviewed also offer
articles written by guest speakers and leading industry voices. TechNews.com would receive
added interest if they provided similar resources.
Each competitor has their own method of dividing the technology news into topic categories,
with the intent of making navigation for a specific news item manageable. Of the three websites
observed, the use of sub-domains to categorize news into different industries provided the user
with relevant content most efficiently. A variance of this organizational approach should be
considered for the layout and organization of TechNews.com.
There was standard content and functionality found on the competitor sites that should be
included in the TechNews.com website:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Categorized news
Breaking news headlines and features
Webcasts
Guest columns
Site search
Email newsletter signup
Career/job search
Linking or creating partnerships with external websites (e.g. hotjobs.com, speakeasy.net)
for managing job search or offering specialized services
Advertising space available to tech companies and tech products

Further content and functionality found distinctively at one competitor’s site that may be of
interest to TechNews.com and will need added research to decide worthiness are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical Write-Ups
Weekly Top 10 Most Popular Links Feature
Offbeat news (a fun news page)
Product and services showcase (additional advertising)
Career tools (e.g., portfolio builder, salary wizard)
Posting of resumes for employer viewing
News audio clips
Analyst briefings
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Competitor 1: ITworld (http://www.itworld.com)

ITworld Home Page (home page extends for 3.5 screens at 1024x768)

ITworld Sub Page (sub page extends for 3.25 screens at 1024x768)
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Content/Functionality
ITworld.com offers an enormous amount of news on its website, along with many additional
resources. ITworld.com categorizes news into seven major industries. To access topic specific
news users are offered one of six sub-domains. The sub-domains maintain the same look and
feel, while having deviating color schemes. ITworld has labeled this system their “Site Network”
and have provided both a drop-down menu and links to navigate the separate sub-domains. Each
has news, articles and advertising adapted to the specific industry the user has chosen. It should
be noted that several pages stay constant across the “Site Network”.
Specific content/functionality includes the following (listing below may not reflect layout of
content on actual site):
Information and Services Offered:
The categories that make up ITworld’s Site Network are as follows:
 itworld.com (general news and top headlines from all categories)
 open.itworld.com (open source news geared to Unix/Linux users)
 security.itworld.com (news focused on all types of security)
 smallbusiness.itworld.com (news of interest for small business owners)
 storage.itworld.com (hardware industry oriented news)
 utilitycomputing.itworld.com (task driven PC news)
 wireless.itworld.com (news targeted to wireless users and enterprises)
Information navigated by topics on itworld.com:
 Careers
 Computer and Peripherals
 Networks
 Applications
 IT in the small business
 Utility computing
 Open source in the enterprise
 Security
 IT management
 IT in the enterprise
 Application Development
 Wireless
 Storage
Information navigated by topics on open.itworld.com:
 Open enterprise
 Open standards
 News and announcements
 Community
 Open source
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Information navigated by topics on security.itworld.com:
 Threats
 Defensive measures
 News and announcements
 Vulnerabilities
 Policy and standards
Information navigated by topics on smallbusiness.itworld.com:
 Infrastructure
 Sales and customer service
 The new SMB organization
 Software and services
 Development, collaboration, innovation
 News and announcements
Information navigated by topics on storage.itworld.com:
 Community
 Enterprise storage management
 Storage hardware
 Industry specific storage
 Trends and technologies
 Storage management software
 News and announcements
Information navigated by topics on utilitycomputing.itworld.com:
 Infrastructure for utility providers
 Community
 Autonomic computing
 Market and services
 Web services
 Grid computing
 News and announcements
Information navigated by topics on wireless.itworld.com:
 Trends and technologies
 Network management
 Standards and regulations
 News and announcements
 Products and services
 Application development
 Community
•
•

All topics are browsable and sectioned into sub-categories.
There are approximately 300 total categories and sub-categories (some top level
categories repeat across the sub-domains) of information within the topic section
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•

Current headlines can also be searched by the News tab which then presents a section
titled “Recent News”
• Webcasts
• Analyst briefings
• Technical Write-Ups (“white papers”)
Site Newsletters
 ITworld.com This Week
 open.itworld.com
 security.itworld.com
 smallbusiness.itworld.com
 storage.itworld.com
 utilitycomputing.itworld.com
 wireless.itworld.com
Topical Newsletters
 Data Management Strategies
 E-business in the Enterprise
 E-business Insights
 E-commerce in Action
 Enterprise Networking
 IT Insights
 ITworld.com Product Spotlight
 ITworld.com Today
 Solutions Integrator
 Unix in the Enterprise
 Windows in the Enterprise
Career Section
 Quick job search
 Advanced search
 Job index
 Featured companies
 Member login
 Post resume
 Employers’ section
 Build a portfolio
 Featured resume listing
 Add a job search alert
 Salary wizard
 Continuing education
 Free personality test
 Career consultation
 Resume writing help
 Career related articles
 Upcoming career events
 Career videos
 Career assessment
 Resource center
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Numerous sub-categories and links within each category of Career Section
Voices: a magazine like section dedicated for interviews, commentary and conversations with
leading industry professionals section includes the following feature programs:
 Executives Edge
 Analyst View
 Best Practices
 Cutter Edge
 McGrath’s Musings
 IT Reflections
 Out of IT
ITwhirled: a page dedicated to offbeat, weird and humorous news, which includes polls and
archives of older weird news
Membership availability, allows the user access to ITworld.com’s Special Report Library
IT Strategy Center feature
Top 10 – the week’s most popular links feature
Products and Services Showcase – special advertising section
Sponsored links and advertising banners
Technology Used:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site wide search powered by CGI
ASP used for web applications and services
Webcasts and analyst briefings (display both audio and video)
Member login
Newsletter signup
Adobe Acrobat
Job posting for employers
Job seeker login
Resume posting
Quick and advanced job search
Quick school search under career section
Macromedia Flash
Cascading Style Sheets
Articles have printer friendly format
Forward article to friend
Chosen news articles recommend similar articles and newsletters of interest
Use of breadcrumbs

Search Functionality:
•
•

Site simple search in all sites (sub-domains), newsletters and webcasts by keyword with
optional use of site filter
Site advanced search in all sites (sub-domains), newsletters and webcasts by words,
phrases, name, in the body, title, URL, site name, link, image link, image alt text,
description, keywords, remote anchor text, type of article, audio-video text, dated by
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•
•

•
•

anytime, last week, 2 weeks, 30, 60, 90, 180 days, last year, last 2 years or on or before
specified date, unfiltered or filtered by site and shown by 10, 25, 100, 500 results sorted
by relevance, date, title with or without summaries and including an option to show
individual word scores
Quick job search using job search keywords, state and career or industry
Advanced job search using job search number, key words searching any or all of these
words, these or similar words, exact phrase, Boolean search, job title search in specified
region, state, area codes and ordering results by percent relevant, title or date with an
option to sign up for email alerts.
Quick school search by career or industry and state
Search help is offered

Supporting Content:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Contact and about us links navigate user to accelacommunications.com
Contact us
◦ Customer support
◦ Directions
About us
◦ About the company
◦ In the news
◦ Management team
◦ Jobs
Privacy policy
Terms of service
Webcast and marketing solutions
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Strengths
The site’s most interesting aspect is the amount of news available to diverse users. The
application of having one domain for a combination of industry news and additional subdomains for specific industries guides the user in the search for content, while also creating a
broad user base for the website. The concept of all content (including advertising) being
marketed toward the specific industry the user chose is unique.
Specific strengths include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Masthead logo changes upon navigating to the main domain or a sub-domain,
emphasizing the divisions of interest
Global navigation bar’s labeling and organization remains constant throughout “Site
Network”
Global right hand links allow user to navigate domain and sub-domains at any moment
from any page
Use of color-coding helps remind user what industry section he is navigating
Homepage layout of domain and sub-domains is consistent, giving the user ease of
browsing
News is searchable using simple or advance search engines
ITworld.com homepage displays general tech news headlines and top news headlines
from each of the industry sub-domains, enabling quick glance of all categories
Top 10 most popular links lets users know what’s hot
The use of webcasts and analyst briefings provides information visitors might not find
elsewhere on the Internet
Site has a very large job search and career resource section with plenty of tools – from
creating a portfolio to posting your resume on their site as a featured listing
The assortment of newsletters is large and provides information to a diverse audience
Section of information pertaining to offbeat and weird news is fun and would most likely
attract return visitors
Printer friendly formats and forwarding of article to friends are popular and useful tools
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Areas for Improvement
Areas of improvement consist of explaining what their “Site Network” is and how it works.
Upon visiting the website the user sees the term “Site Network” and at first glance is not sure
what this means. The “Membership Advantage” wording as part of the “Site Network” logo is
confusing and most likely leads users to believe they can only use the sub-domain links if they
are a member.
Specific areas for improvement include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presentation of the “Site Network” – omitting the “Membership Advantage” wording and
adding an explanation would help lessen confusion
“Membership Advantage” lists the benefits of becoming a member, however, there are
only two benefits listed: special reports library and newsletters and there were never any
sections found across the sites that required being a “member”
Several broken links found in multiple areas
Pages are too long, losing navigation tools due to unnecessary scrolling
Global navigation bar is broken on some of the sub-domains
Problem with cascading style sheets causes global navigation bar to mislead the user
News and Topics tabs are too far to the right on the navigation bar, should be farther left
as these categories have greater importance than webcasts, technical write-ups and
newsletters
Use of both banner ads and a whole section titled Product and Service Showcase which
consists of sponsored advertising and appears on multiple pages using up valuable real
estate
Over half of the feature box containing special articles and the week’s most popular links
is below the fold, which could be switched with the webcast section above it
Too many links presented on one page on most all pages
On the Voices page, most of the “programs” or sections of articles are below the fold for
no apparent reason
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Competitor 2: Slashdot (http://slashdot.org/)

Slashdot Home Page (home page extends for 5 screens at 1024x768)

Slashdot Sub Page (sub page extends for 6.25 screens at 1024x768)
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Content/Functionality
The Open Source Technology Group sponsors a large web ring, which supports sites such as,
Slashdot, IT Manager’s Journal, SourceForge, NewsForge, Linux.com, Freshmeat, and
DevChannel. This analysis focuses on Slashdot.org only. However, it should be noted there is
much cross-linking across the sites. Many services offered on Slashdot are linked from the above
referenced sites or from other partnerships. Slashdot provides headlines and links to the news
articles available on the web. Users can reply to posts concerning topics or create posts of their
own. This feature allows users to gain valuable news and read opinions of peers.
Specific content/functionality includes the following (listing below may not reflect layout of
content on actual site):
Information and Services Offered:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Use of sub-domains for a selection of topics, color schemes change for most categories,
while left hand navigation remains constant
If a sub-domain is available for the headline posted it will be displayed in the header and
be underlined like a normal link
Upon choosing a sub-domain, only articles related to that topic will be displayed
All links shown inside of Sections navigate to a sub-domain
Sections navigation lists only a selection of topics available, with indication there are
additional topics not listed, this selection consists of:
 Main (home page)
 Apache
 Apple
 Ask Slashdot
 Books
 BSD
 Developers
 Games
 Hardware
 IT
 Linux
 Politics
 Science
 YRO (your rights online)
Homepage displays a briefing of breaking news headlines, and for each headline: a link
to more information and postings of comments, a link to read only relevant commentary
on the topic and links to the sub-domain of the topic (if one exists)
All topics are assigned icons, the five most recent of which are found at the top of the
home page, assisting navigation to the given topic
Clickable icons are also found displayed next to headlines
Stories links include:
 Old stories – search or choose category:
▪ Apache
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•

•
•
•

▪ Apple
▪ Ask Slashdot
▪ Book reviews
▪ BSD
▪ Businesses
▪ Developers
▪ Entertainment
▪ Features
▪ Games
▪ Geeks in space
▪ Hardware
▪ Interviews
▪ IT
▪ Linux
▪ Media
▪ News
▪ Politics
▪ Polls
▪ Science
▪ Search
▪ Taco hell
▪ Technology
▪ The 2000 beanies
▪ Your rights online
▪ Top headlines of the current day listed below topic categories
Old polls – More polls or Submit poll, no polls displayed
Topics – listing of 157 categories, from AMD to Your rights online
Hall of fame –
 Most active stories
 Most visited stories
 Most active authors
 Most active poll topics
Submit story – information needed:
 Name, email, subject, section and topic, story, submission format choices, preview
story and submit
Services links include:
 Broadband – OSTG/Speakeasy offer
 PriceGrabber – outsourced to OSTG
 Product Guide – outsourced to IT Manager’s Journal
 Special Offers – outsourced to OSTG (product announcements)
 Jobs – outsourced toYahoo Hot Jobs
Advertisement Section (Market Place Links)
Revolving topics section listing major headlines from given topic
Slashdot Login (two separate links on home page) or create a new account
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•
•
•
•
•

Slashdot subscription – 1,000 pages ad free for $5.00
Slashdot Poll – vote/results and archived polls
Book reviews by Slashdot readers – read or submit own review
Older stuff section (made up of older articles and yesterday’s headlines)
Freshmeat headlines section and search capability (sister site)

Technology Used:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Database-driven website
Slash – open source software that creates headlines from databases and allows for posting
of user comments
Server parsed HTML
Slashdot reader polls
Book review submissions and readings
Member login:
 Preference settings – customization of Slashdot display, stories on home page and
Slashboxes (sections)
 Subscription service secured by SSL for purchasing pages without advertising
 User journal
Paypal
Use of cookies to track user preferences
Perl scripting
Macromedia Flash
RSS Feeds
Multiple search engines

Search Functionality:
•
•
•
•

Site wide search by keyword, phrase or user entered parameter
Older stories search by keyword or phrase, by author, and order by date or score with
choices of stories, comments, users, polls, journals or choose from the listed topics
Search discussion of post by keyword or phrase and order by date or score with choices
of stories, comments, users, polls, journals with choice of threshold parameters
Search Freshmeat site by keyword, phrase or user entered parameter

Supporting Content:
•

Help section:
 FAQS, with categories of:
▪ META
▪ Editorial
▪ UI
▪ Slashdot interviews
▪ Comments and moderation
▪ Meta-moderation
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

▪ Accounts
▪ Friends and journals
▪ Subscriptions
▪ About Slashdot
▪ Tech
▪ Advertising
▪ Suggestions and requests
 Bugs – reported at SourceForge.net
About Slashdot (brief history)
 Supporters
 Code
 Awards
Why login?
Why subscribe?
OSTG link
Advertising (available through OSTG)
Terms of service
Privacy statement
Web ring navigation bar

Strengths
One of Slashdot’s greatest strengths is the fact that the audience supplies them with content.
Headlines are submitted and commented upon by users, resulting in not only learning about
news, but also learning the opinions and thoughts of peers. Responses to a posted piece of news
content can be filtered to only relevant replies and/or other thresholds.
Specific strengths include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Displays the days’ breaking news headlines and postings in chronological order
Slashdot is part of a large web ring, creating a broad user base
Slashdot features the very latest news on a broad variety of technical topics
A section (or box) is dedicated to the home page that has a revolving topic and displays that
specific topics’ leading headlines
Slashdot reader poll is fun, entertaining and much visited
Book reviews are available straight from users and hard to find elsewhere
Ability to buy pages of content with no advertising for a low cost
Ability to set the site’s design and content to user preferences
Large FAQ section, providing help in a large amount of topics
Archived stories and polls, as well as a section devoted to yesterday’s news in particular
Outsourcing services makes for specialized content with out the added work for Slashdot to
update and maintain
Low resolution graphics and text filled pages load quickly on any connection
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Areas for Improvement
Slashdot.org has several improvements they could make. The most important would be
improving the functionality of the left hand navigation bar. The division labeled “Sections” is
confusing and frustrating. “Sections” consist of approximately 15 links, however, in between
topic links there is text that reads 1 more or 10 more, meaning there is additional content not
listed. Upon clicking one of the topics, this text moves elsewhere on the listing but no other links
change in the division. Users can browse to a full listing of categories to a link titled “Topics”
under the “Stories” division, also found in the navigation bar. The hierarchy of this navigation
bar is also questionable as “Help” is listed above “Stories”. This seems to state that users need
the help section to be able to find their topic.
Specific areas for improvement include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Left hand navigation bar needs reorganization and redesign
Sub-domains do not have headings to let the user know they are in a specific section
“Stories” which displays reliable navigation to “Topics”, is below the fold at 1024x768
Several topic links within “Sections” do not bold when you are on that page
All graphics should display alt text, in particular icons being used as links, with no
headings or titles
Search box on home page is at the last thing on the page, should be at top
Clicking on “Read More” under a headline takes the user to the page for that headline but
all posted comments are below the fold due to large advertising
Clicking on Old polls navigates to a page with two more links: More polls and Submit
polls, but doesn’t show any polls on the first page; More polls list last week’s polls
No sitemap provided
Use of color schemes for separation of sub-domains/topic categories usually a good
technique to use on this type of website, however the colors and backgrounds chosen by
Slashdot clash and hurt the user’s eyes
Some terms and categorization is familiar only to certain audiences
Providing a how to post section or page for first time users might help increase user base
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Competitor 3: MItechnews (http://mitechnews.com/)

MItechnews Home Page (home page extends for 4.25 screens at 1024x768)

MItechnews Sub Page (sub page extends for 4 screens at 1024x768)
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Content/Functionality
MItechnews gives priority to breaking news and also employs similar techniques used by
ITworld and Slashdot, such as breaking up news into topical categories and displaying several
top headlines from each category on their home page. The simplified layout of categorized news
is noteworthy, as well as, links to outside sources of information pertinent to the visitor. The
search for previous articles is obvious and stays constant throughout the topical categories,
constituting great usability.
Specific content/functionality includes the following (listing below may not reflect layout of
content on actual site):
Information and Services Offered:
•

The categories of news of news is as follows:
 Alternative energy
 Auto tech
 Breaking news
 Entrepreneur’s corner
 GLIMA/automation alley
 Mich bio
 Security
 Small business association of Michigan
 Southeast Michigan first
 Webcasts

•

All categories provide headlines with brief description of articles and links to receive
entire article of interest
There are no subcategories to each above listed categories
Home link to return to home page from any of the news sections
The Glance - outside partner furnishes calendar of technology related events happening in
Michigan and is found in two places on MItechnews – in the left navigation and on the
top right section of site as a scrolling ad
Tech jobs - outsourced category to mlive.com, Michigan’s largest online newspaper
website
Media kit - section devoted to advertising availability with statistics of audience, rates for
ads displayed in four industry newsletters and/or MItechnews website and contact
information
eNewsletter signup category provides form for three newsletters:
 Daily
 Entrepreneur’s Corner
 Security
Various advertising for local businesses and services displayed (Content Partners)
Content Partners Links (found within advertising section)
 Telematics update
 Gongwer news

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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The car connection

Technology Used:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ASP used for web applications and services
Macromedia Flash
Java technology
Quick Register for newsletter subscription
Newsletter signup form
Cascading Style Sheets
Search engine
Webcast section states future use of audio webcasts (currently none offered)
Mail to links for all contact information
Printer friendly formats for articles

Search Functionality:
•
•

Search Previous Articles is limited to user entered phrases or keywords
No advance search and no search tips available

Supporting Content:
•
•

About Us – brief history
Contact Us – email link only

Strengths
MItechnews provides the user with a simple and unchanging layout for the choices of
categories/industries of news. Each section displays headlines with brief descriptions and links to
receive the full article and an option to print the article in a friendly format. The outsourcing of
job search and calendar events requires fewer obligations for updating and changes for the
MItechnews developer. TechNews.com could possibly benefit from outsourcing similar
resources.
Specific strengths include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Left hand navigation stays constant throughout news sections/categories
Color scheme of site is comfortable to the eye
Heading for each section/category of news tops the page and confirms to the user they are
in the desired location
Breaking news on home page gives the user headlines first and foremost
Technique of displaying several headlines from each category of news lends itself to
scanning for topics of interest
Quick Register for eNewsletters is fast and painless for busy professionals
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•
•
•

Several newsletters to choose from, broadening user audiences
Links to jobs and calendar of events are additional resources for the user to explore
Each article states area/location it derived from

Areas for Improvement
Improvements for MItechnews consist mainly of shortening the page lengths, most of which are
over four screens at a resolution of 1024x768. On several pages the length is very long due only
to advertising on both left and right sections, while there is no content in the middle. The visitor
is not here for the advertisers, they want content.
Specific areas for improvement include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Upon clicking on outsourced resources (The Glance and Tech Jobs) the page opens in the
current window, causing user to leave the MItechnews site and if they wish to return, use
of the back button is required
Contact Us link calls up an email program and no other information is given, which then
asks the question of why it is given priority at the top of the page
Left hand navigation of news topics could be farther up on the page, several buttons are
below the fold
Navigation tools being lost due to excessive lengths of pages
Search Previous Articles is severely limited, offering no advance search, tips or
parameters
Within the Media Kit section advertising is offered for a monthly newsletter titled Glima
Connections but this newsletter is not offered under the eNewsletter signup page, nor was
it able to be found offered elsewhere
Webcast section promises future webcasts but none currently offered
No privacy policy or terms of use is provided

